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Uttarakhand Bamboo and Fiber Development Board, was established with the objectives of creating livelihood opportunities 
with the help of bamboo and natural fiber species in the rural areas of Uttarakhand state.  Bamboo has age old relations 
with the Uttarakhand state.  Where the common Lathi bamboo (Dendrocalamus strictus) is prevalent in the lower 
reaches of the state, the ringal, the reed like small bamboo variety, is abundantly present in the higher mountain areas. 
At the same time, a large amount of bamboo used to be felled and auctioned in Lansdowne area of the state. The 
nearby Najibabad Bamboo Market was developed due to the same reason only.In due course of time the widely affected 
bamboos due to gregarious flowering led to decrease in production, and the utilization of bamboos became limited to few 
handicrafts and daily utility items. Notwithstanding, this would be appropriate to mention here that more than ten thousand 
artisans earn their livelihood by making bamboo and ringal products amidst 1,39,000 ha. span of the species in the state.

 
Bamboo based products in last 20 years, have fast earned a place in the global scenario.  The bamboo based 
global market in 2004 alone was estimated to be equal to Rs. 50,000 Crores growing at the rate of 20-30% per 
annum.  The reason behind this can be attributed to the decline in timber production and it growing demand.  Now, 
with the development of new techniques, bamboo can be easily reconstituted into the wood similar to timber which 
is being used to make furniture, doors, window panes, flooring tiles & wall panels, roofing sheets, ply-board etc.  
Commonly, bamboo is known to be a material utilized in paper making.   But today it is being used for making 
medicine, tea, beverages, charcoal, vinegar, textiles, processed shoots, chiks and blinds, incense sticks etc.  Apart 
from these there are a number of handicraft items that posses am important place in the whole bamboo based 
industry.  In addition to its enormous economical importance, bamboo is more known for its ecological importance.
 
There are a number of natural fiber species found in Uttarakhand that were being utilized by the rural population for 

Dear Buyers,

Uttarakhand Bamboo and Fiber Development Board (UBFDB) is delighted to launch its 
product catalogue. We showcase ECOFRIENDLY collection of handcrafted BAMBOO furniture 
and lifestyle products designed to add colour and a folksy touch to  modern, urbane homes.



ages.  These can be utilized to make not only wearable textiles but also in a number of handicrafts and daily utility items.

Amidst the enormous possibilities, bamboo and fiber can be utilized to provide livelihood opportunities in rural areas of a state 
which had been newly formed with difficult terrains having limited employment opportunities.  This background formed the basis of 
constitution of Uttarakhand Bamboo & Fiber Development Board.  Since its inception, the board has been intensively working in the 
fields of resource development, awareness generation, trainings, product development, research, bamboo house construction, 
market linkages etc.  The basis of different activities of the board are different projects mainly sanctioned by State and Central 
Government Departments.  UBFDB is heading forward to fulfill its goals and objectives with the implantation of these projects only.
 
In financial year 2009-10 among the main achievements of the boardvarious activities conducted during the International 
Year of Natural Fibers 2009 that prominently included conduction of a state and a national level workshops. At 
the same time the board also participated in natural fiber based exhibition in New Delhi under the aegis of United 
Nations and participated in an exhibition on natural fibers in annual handicrafts fair organized by Dastkari Haat 
Samiti at Dilli Haat, New Delhi.  Under the activity of bamboo house construction new projects at 9 different places 
were conducted along with organization of an international level workshop on bamboo housing.  For development 
of bamboo resources 18 number of centralized nurseries were established in the state and mass scale plantation 
over 2174.5 ha. area was carried out with the help of forest department, Uttarakhand.  A total of 1058 artisans, 
farmers and groups members were trained in subjects like Resource Development, Handicraft product development 
and entrepreneurship development. For trainings and production 8 different common facility centers are being utilized.   
In the efforts made to provide a suitable market to the products of the groups under a sustainable marketing 
model, orders worth approximately Rs. 10.00 lakh were obtained and being sold.  For marketing of products the 
marketing team and group members participated in 12 different level craft fairs / exhibitions across the country.
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LOUNGE RANGE
L LOUNGE CHAIR
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BALCONY COLLECTION

L LOUNGE CHAIR ROCKING CHAIR
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LOUNGE RANGE

Range for bars and lounge includes high seats 
for bar area and the L lounge chair developed 
using techniques like knock down and the 
cane weaving.

Pyramid Bar stool

CODE - UBCH03
SIZE - 18” x 18” x 32”

Knock Down Bar Stool

CODE - UBCH02
SIZE - 16” x 16” x 32”

L Lounge Chair

CODE - UBCH01
SIZE - 22.5” x 27” x 35”
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PACKAGING STAGES
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Lounge Chair with Ottomon

CODE - UBCH10
SIZE - 48” x 27” x 13.5” Chair Seat
         27” x 14” x 11” Ottomon

Lounge Sofa

CODE - UBCH11
SIZE - 28” x 26” x 32”

Split Bamboo Stools

CODE - UBS01
SIZE - Dia 12” x 16” small
         Dia 14” x 18” big

Bamboo & Fiber Table

CODE - UBTB07
SIZE - 18” x 18” x 24”
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PILLOW SEAT

CODE - UBCH04
SIZE - 18” X 20” X 20”

Platform Coffee Table

CODE - UBTB06
SIZE - 15.5” x 15.5” x 17”

Rocking Chair

CODE - UBCH06
SIZE - 41.5” x 21.5” x 35”

Reclining Chair

CODE - UBCH09
SIZE - 37” x 22” x 27”

PACKAGING STAGES
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BALCONY 
COLLECTION

Featuring the simplicity of bamboo 
slats and its straight alignment through 
“Rocking Chair” ,along with “platform 
coffee table”  and “Pillow seat”.



RECLINING CHAIR



RECLINING CHAIR BAR  STOOLS



LIVING ROOM 
RANGE

BED TRAY TABLE



GARDEN RANGE

BED TRAY TABLE FOLDING CHAIR & TRAY TABLE
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LIVING ROOM RANGE

Featuring the set of Gossip chair and table 
to comfort your leisure gossip time in the 
evening or placing yourself somewhere in the 
corner of your living room to spend some gala 
time with your dear friend.

Gossip Chair

CODE - UBCH10
SIZE - 15” x 13” x 18”
          8” x 8” x 8”

Bed Tray Table

CODE - UBTB03
SIZE - 18” x 10” x 18”

Pattern Coffee Table

CODE - UBTB02
SIZE - 22” x 18”

Ring Coffee table

CODE - UBTB01
SIZE - 20” x 18”

PACKAGING STAGES 
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PACKAGING STAGES 

BED TRAY TABLE

Simple tray made in 
bamboo is designed to 
be used also in the form 
of small bed table, along 
with the possibility of 
knocking it down and 
making it as Bed Tray 
Table.

Ring Coffee Table

Bed Tray Table

COFFEE TABLE

Concept of tripod is developed as a 
stand with the top made out of 
waste bamboo in the form of rings 
and half slit bamboo to make 
patterns.



Sofa Set

CODE - UBSS01
SIZE - 18” x 18” x 20” Single Seater Sofa
          36” x 18” x 20” Double Seater Sofa
          30” x 16” x 18” Center Table



SOFA SET
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BAMBOO DINING SET

Set of six and set of two  Dining chair and 
table  made in bamboo  can be placed in the 
dinning hall to comfort the lifestyle.
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Six Seater Dining Set

CODE - UBDNT01
SIZE - 72” x 36” x 30”

Two Seater Dining Set

CODE - UBDNT02
SIZE - 48”’ x 36’ x 30”
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GARDEN RANGE

Temporarily placing yourself in the garden gets 
easier with the range of GARDEN FURNITURE, 
giving one the feasability of folding it and 
keeping it stacked when not in use. 

PACKAGING STAGES
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Garden Folding Table

CODE - UBTB04
SIZE - 18” x 20” x 34”

Weaved folding Chair

CODE - UBCH05
SIZE - 16.5” x 20” x 32”

Tray Table

CODE - UBTB05
SIZE - 21” x 22” x 20”

PACKAGING STAGES



GOSSIP CHAIR







Bed

CODE - UBSB01
SIZE - 6’ x 3’ x 20”  Single Bed



CHAIR AND 
MUDHHA

ANGLE MUDHHA



KIDS RANGE

ANGLE MUDHHA KIDS RANGE
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Slat Chair

CODE - UBCH08
SIZE - 21” x 19” x 32.5”

CHAIR AND MUDHHA

Placing a single contrast furniture 
anywhere of your choice or an abundace 
of possibilities to mingle them with your 
other furniture.
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Cushion Chair

CODE - UBCH11
SIZE - 24” x 20” x 37”

Relaxing Chair

CODE - UBCH07
SIZE -27” X 21” X 44.5”
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KIDS RANGE

Furniture for children, developed 
in bamboo to inhouse in children 
room or create a set for primary 
school section.

Stepped Mudhha

CODE - UBMU02
SIZE - 13” x 13” x 13”

Angle Mudhha

CODE - UBMU03
SIZE - 13” x 13” x 14.5”

Kids Range

CODE - UBKDS01
SIZE - 24” x 15” x 14.5”
         16” x 16” x 18.5”

Slat Mudhha

CODE - UBMUD01
           UBMUD02
SIZE - 13” x 13” x 13” 
         15” x 15” x 18.5”





BALCONY CHAIR



OVAL LAMP



LAMPS AND
ACCESSORIES
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Hanging Tea Light 
And Planter

CODE - UBL03
SIZE - 24”

Leveled Tea Light

CODE - UBL04
SIZE - 8” x 5” x 30” 

LAMPS AND TEA LIGHTS

Lights and lamps in bamboo to create a subtle 
ambiance in the garden, at dinner table or to 
enhance the beauty of the living room. 
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Fabric Lamp

CODE - UBL05
SIZE - 10” x 10” x 24”

Bamboo Slat Lamp

CODE - UBL01
SIZE - 12.5” x 12.5” x 20”

Mat Lamp

CODE - UBL06
SIZE - 13” x 6” x 30”
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Oval Lamp

CODE - UBL02
SIZE - 24” x 7.5” x 30”

Bamboo Fiber Lamp

CODE - UBL07
SIZE - 12.5” x 12.5” x 20”
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Towel Rod

CODE - UBTWR01
SIZE - 18” 

Bamboo Hanger

CODE - UBHG01
SIZE - 10” x 4”
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Fruit Bowl

CODE - UBFB01
SIZE - 12” x 12” x 6”

Magazine Holder

CODE - UBMH01
SIZE - 14” x 12” x 8”

FRUIT BOWL  & 
MAGAZINE HOLDER

These splitted bamboo Fruit 
Bowl and Magazine holder are 
perfect to increase the asthetic 
beauty of the room
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SERVING TRAYS

Contemporary bamboo serving 
trays made of lightweight, 
stylishly woven base that 
prevents items from sliding 
around. Perfect accessory for 
your ottoman top or coffee table

Bamboo & Natural
Fiber Tray

CODE - UBT02
SIZE - 16” x 11”

Split Bamboo Tray

CODE - UBT01
SIZE - 16” x 11”
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FOR  ORDERS & QUERRIES 
Office Address:     Watershed Management Directorate Campus. 

Indra Nagar Forest Colony, PO - New Forest, Dehradun. Uttarakhand. 248006

Tel No : +91-135-2760897        

 E-Mail ID: info@ubfdb.org         

Website: www.ubfdb.org
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Designed By:

Maulshree Mittal
Lifestyle Product/Furniture Designer

Tel: +91-8860398947, 8650922573, E Mail: maulshreeonline@gmail.com


